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There is in the literature a sense both of excitement
and of urgency about the use of videodiscs in education.
Bork. Luehrmann and Schneider (1977)capture this mood when

they write, in a summery of conference proceedings on
intelligent videodisc systems: 'an important moment is

occurring, the moment when the computer plus powerful
associated audiovisual capabilities can have a major effect

on education at all levels (p. 3). A few paragraphs later
they continue, 'it is realised that hardware alone is not

sufficient but that hardware sales will be driven by the
availability of well-tested, effective course materials" (p.
3).

This same theme is also reflected in this paper, as

an attempt is made to show bow the systematic application of

knowledge about instruction to videodisc technology is

essential if the full potential of this medium is to be
realised. Specifically, the paper will begin by discussing
the need for intelligent videodisc systems in our
educairail system and will show, as Dustin Houston (1977)
dots so persuasively, that 'this is a propitious historical
moment to work with the use of technology" (p.16) to
solve fundamental educational problems. A brief review of
the state of 21 ija in intelli ent videodisc systems, will*

descrlaibe capabiiiiris a tairaira-These systems.
This section will be followed by a similar review of the

WIof art in astsainstru tional theory that have
ciiTons for th47-design o sr ware, software, and

courseware for intelligent videodisc systems, and by a look
at some of the robl inhibiting introduction of videodisc
systems into ucaion, with priaWsson the lack of
sufficient high-quality courseware. Finally, a section on

bo isons will discuss solutions to these inhibiting
factors. including general recommendations, recommendations
for making better use. of present knowledge, recommendations
for the design of hardware and software for intelligent
videodisc systems, and recommendations for the development
of instructional models and theories to meet the needs of
courseware design for videodisc systems.

One final clarification is in order. Because the
emphasis in this paper is on intelligent videodisc
systems --Unit is, videodisc players and monitors interfaced
with an external microprocessor or minicomputer- -the
literature on computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is

directly relevant, and indeed it informs much of the
dikcussion in this paper. Consequently, references to
minicomputers or CAI which do not explicitly mention
videodiscs should nonetheless be understood to apply
directly to videodisc instructional systems also.
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The 150AllOntellialat, Videodisc Systems

In a paper commissioned by the National Institute of
education entitled, thi premise and inevitability of the-
videodisc, ed custom -7r977) SUMIliatiZerW;
contemporary educat onaL situation by pointing out that
standard educational institutions have failed to educate a
large enough segment of the population to a high enough
level that they can find meaningful jobs in this
post-industrial society in which high levels of literacy and

computational skills are prerequisites.

The central problem, euston contends, is that

teachers have too much work to do and, moreover, are
confronted by serious obstacles in their attempts to execute
their four major tasks. First, their efforts to present
needed informatio at a level appropriate to individual
Wan are comp cited by the wide range of ability levels
and learning styles present in any one classroom. Second,

their attempts to provide each student with as many trials

with fe back as are necessary to achieve mastery is once
Wan sus re ed by incompatible individual and group needs.
Third, the task of providing an environment, in which tudents

exited to learn is exacerbatet, aspedirfi n niter

city se so by adverse intellectual traditions and by the
effects of television. Finally, the task of ssi on
Aim skills And knowl al to other teachers is shortc anga

roe tidEi are irral:BEnnuming.

Houston identifies three possible solutions to such a
work problem: (1) hiring more workers, (2) finding ways to
make existing workers more productive, and (3) harnessing
technology to do more of the work. Of these, the

application of technology is the only feasible and

cost-effective solution, for, as Houston argues, not since
the invention of the printing press 500 years ago have
educators had available to them processes as capable of
producing a quantum leap in "educational work efficiencies"
(p. 13) as are available to them now with computer and
videodisc technologies. To quote Houston, 'occasionally, a
new technology appears which is applicable to a certain
process and allows, therefore, a quantum leap to be made in
the amount of work that can be done by a worker in that
field' (p.11). Shore's man typically attempts to improve
his efficiency by fine tuning the process currently in use,
no amount of such fine tuning can produce as much of an
increase in work per worker as the new process. Intelligent
videodisc technology is such a new process. Moreover, as
semiconductor manufacturers continue to double the number of
components contained in a single 1/4 inch silicon chip, and
as computer hardware, therefore, continues to drop in price,
the opportunities afforded by this technology will become
increasingly attractive. By 1980, "powerful computers with
up to a million bits of memory will be all on one chip and
will cost less than $1006 (p. 14).
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itschbubl (1977) also underscores the nosed to
improve student achievement without lowering academic
standards, and the need to individualise instruction, in his
case for a Milateatta student population which is

increasingly boOro-iigenousdue to open enrollment policies.
Is presents these seeds--as well as the necessity of
providing present and future generations of students with
the computer literacy and skills required in an increasingly
computerised society--as reasons for supporting
computer-assisted instruction. To quote Sirschbuhl (34771s
Suffice it to say, any university not now making use of
CAI, should seriously reevaluate its position with respect
to this dynamic instructional aid" (p. 41).

Beuston (1,77) completes his compelling portrait of
the promise of technology for current educational problems
by .describing why computer and videodisc technology are so
well suited to facilitating the teacher's work in each of
the four major tasks. first, because computers can keep
records of a student's progress through an instructional
sequence or curriculum, computer-based instruction is
admirably suited to presenting the student with accurate
information at a level appropriate for him or her.
Similarly, CAI has long been recognised as particularly
effective for providing drill and practice exercises, with
the trials and feedback necessary to achieve mastery.
Sommer, the student is provided with immodiate knowledge
of results because there are none of de interruptions of
group instruction, thereby preventing the formation of
incorrect concepts and skills and allowing many mote trials
with feedback than could be accomplished in thesame amount
of time in a traditional classroom setting. Thirdly,
computer-based videodisc systems enhance motivation because
the student controls the gm of his or her own learning,
and therefore has a greater sense of contgol over his or her
instruction, and because the mood° and °patience° of the
computer are unchanging. Finally, such systems ensure the
replicability of instructional interactions because the
nature of these interactions is not dependent on a teacher's
remembering them fros one class to the next, nor on his or
her relaying to an3ther teacher exactly what transpired.
This facilitates both the continuous improvement of
instructional interactions and the sharing or transmission
of those improvements nationwide.

The realisation of this technological potential is,
of course, attended by its own set of problems. In
Seuston's words:

But the most challenging task, as always with
technology, will be to ensure that it is not misused.
This may be a problem because the technology may be
upon us before we are prepared. For this reason
for the next ten to twenty years the general thrust



of educational research and development should be
focused on harnessing and learning bow to handle this

new additional source of work. (pp. 24-25).
In other words, to make effective use or videodisc

technology, further development and systematic application
of principles of instruction is necessary. Moreover, as is

argued below, such knowledge about instruction must be
applied to the design of hardware and software for

intelligent videodisc systems, as well as to the design of

courseware for those systems.

One point that needs emphasis is that videodisc
systems should not be seen as making teachers obsolete, any
more than the wheat combine made farmers obsolete. What is

envisioned is a teacher's just as the

combine effected a c th the naiuri-lif the farmer's
work. The net result viii be greater 'yields' per teacher

at lower overall costs. One aspect of this changed role is

that, rather than being responsible for a subject matter. a
teacher will be responsible for a group of students: the
teacher will be less concerned with the subject
matterteachingand more concerned with the

studentadvising and motivating. Perhaps teachers will
actually be able to work on aspects of a person's

development other than just the intellectual (e.g., the
social, emotional, and moral aspects), *dab are
increasingly in need of attention.



=swam VICSODISC SIMMS:
STAVI OF TOR ART

As with any powerful tool, it is important to
understand the capabilities and limitations of the
intelligent videodisc system in order to be able to take
full advantage of its potential for education. This section
of the paper describes its most important ;capabilities and
limitxtignp.

Capabilities

A closer look at this point at the !IRAQI:Una
intelligent videodisc systems will reveal inTicoFfiti-tirms
why experts in videodisc technology consider it the biggest
breakthrough in. instructional technology since the Gutenberg
press. .The following is a description of its media
capabilities; its storage capabilities, its motivational
capabilities; its ease of use, maintenance, distribution,
and replications its cost advantages: its advantages for
learner productivity and its likely second-generation
capabilities.

Media Capabilities

The fact that videodiscs can incorporate all existing
instructional media (namely, print, audiovisual displays,
and computer-assissted linstruction) in a single medium is
certainly one of its most impressive features. Moreover,
this integration retains virtually all of the advantages of
each of the component media in a form which previously
required cumbersome and expensive multimedia systems. The
following outline elaborates on these capabilities and some
of their instructional implications.

Visual Wit tnporpocated. Textual material,
transparailli, -nun sliGes, filmstrips, microfilm, motion
pictures, and videotape can all be accomodated on a
videodisc. Schneider (1970 and Braun (1977) see
videodiscs completely replacing conventional motion picture
displays in educational settings, because of both the law
cost and the durability of the videodisc system as a
playback device. Mile videodisc players are comparable to
film projectors in price, the anticipated purchase price of
a videodisc ($10 - $15) is much less than the rental fee for
a single showing of a 20-minute film ($15 - $25), let alone
the $200 purchase price Of a fibs Mom. 1977). Moreover,
because the focus here is on electrooptical rather than
electromechanical videodisc systems (where the videodisc is
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read by a laser beam which produces no wear on the disc,

"that than by a needle), videodiscs are understandably much
more durable than conventional film or videocassettes, which

must typically be replaced after SO' and 200-300 showings,
respectively (Schneider, 1976). Not only is there no wear
on the videodisc by the optical stylus, but because an
objective lens focuses the light inside an outer protective
plastic coating, dust, fingerprints, scratches, etc., have
no effect on the playing of the disci

According to Schneider, conventional slide/tape
shows, postcard reproduction series used by fine arts

students, and microscope slide series used by students in

the life sciences could all be replaced by videodiscs.
Finally, by .adding still frame sequences to existing motion

pictures, literally millions of dollars worth of existing
educational films, videotapes, etc., could be rejuvenated.

Audio capabilities. Currently, videodiscs provide two audio
Wars alai can be used to produce stereophonic sound or
can be used independently, for example to record in two
different languages for foreign-language instruction or to
record at different levels of sophistication (elementary vs.
advanced) for different groups of learners. While audio is
not currently available in still frame, slow motion, or
reverse modes, continuous audio with still frames, as well
as the availability of more than two audio tracks, are
anticipated (and indeed have been engineered by groups such
as Westinghouse Technical Training Operations in Baltimore,
Maryland).

Modal capabilities (still /motion, spel, direction). The
Minty of vlegoodlics to produce both motion Mr-inn frame
sequences has, in Bennion's words "produced a new dimension
for audio-visual media" (Rueston, 1977, p. 92). Combined
with the ability to vary direction (forward or reverse) and
speed (normal, slow, fast) and with such features as

automatic and chapter stops, the still-motion capability
provides powerful instructional possibilities. Automatic
stops will automatically switch the display from a motion
sequence to a still frame sequence in which supplementary
graphic and textual material can provide in-depth treatment
of the preceding motion display (rather than the inescapably
superficial treatment produced in conventional motion
picture displays.) Slaw motion not only allows learners to
study motion sequences in detail, at their own pace, but
also allows pacing to be incorporated as a feature of
instruction where appropriate, for example in 'typing
instruction. Past forward and reverse allow students to
survey material rapidly and to then concentrate on those
areas in which they are most interested. Chapter stops,
like tab settings on a typewriter, together with an index,

96



also facilitate efficient movement through the disc
(luestono 1977):

bilwrartie SnAktithis Bandon access o=
cases per steep made possible by

electronic addressing of each of those frames, in

combination with the memory and processing capabilities of
computer (whether an internal or external microprocessor, or
an external antral processor), provide tb capability of
interactive, imdividualimed instruction. Speciffe
capabilities resulting from intelligent systems include:

1. branching, with either fixed or dynamic choices
(hence, immediate knowledge of results)

2. item generation
3,, testing.
4. constructed response and answer analysis (notching

student responses to correct/inooccect
alternatives)

S. scoriae .

6. record keeping (including, for example, the length
of time or the number of trials taken to complete
a segment)

7. student status feedback
O. simulations and games
9. computer graphics (which can be overlaid on

videodisc output on a single screen or can be
output on a separate screen for higher
resolution).

The opportunities for day-to-day collection and analysis of
student performance data implied in the foregoing list are
cited by Iirschhuhl (1977) as one of many reasons for
support of computer-based lostruction.

Storage CapablUbties

The numbers here are particularly impressive.
single 30-minute videodisc conCains 54,000 tracks or frames
per side, which are rind at the rate of 30 per second or
1,000 per minute. Still frames are produced by reading the
sane frame repeatedly. When data is in binary form, each of
the 54,000 tracks provides 105,625 bits of memory, for a
total of 1.25 billion .4Alitia per disc side. That means, for
'sande, that the ealie Va o ed Britannicito or 15
volumes each with 1,000 500-wecillieg;-tscon be stored using
only 4% of .storage capacity of a single disc (Mann, 1977) .
Or again, that a mere 100 tracks of a videodisc can store 20
times as such information is a mini floppy disc, with
transfer rate and average access time superior to that of
the mini floppy disc by at least two orders of magnitude
(that is, 7 million bytes per second vs. 16 thousand bytes
per second, and 3 milliseconds vs. 463 milliseconds,
respectively), while system cost, disc cost, and error rate

7



ate approximately twice as good (Braun, 1077). Also, at a
compression factor of 300, a single disc can store up to 150
hours of mediae.

Obese vast storage capabilities suggest immediate
applications for data archiving, including large files of
computer data, which until nor. could only be stored using
time-sharing or batch-processing facilities (Braun, 1077).
Moreover, these capabilities will be multiplied many times
when digitlsing of textual material will make possible
storage of 100,000 characters per frame, rather than the
current moo chacacteis (3 disc 100,000 frames 13
gigabytes 13,000,000,000 bytes of information).

Motivational arlaitau

Sy integrating motion pictures with traditional
instructional formats, videodiscs enhance the motivational
capability and visual appeal of instruction.

In addition to the random access capability of
videodiscs mentioned above, ease of use refers to the fact
that videodiscs are gm to handle (like audio LP's), may be
used at atilt of tbii-iiiiiirilIrahoosing (unlike televised
instruction41--porograms, for example), and may be
anywhere. That is, while videodisc players do not ye off
the "ace popularity as television sets, intelligent
videodisc systems need not be interfaced to a central
processor to Pe "intelligent" and can therefore easily be
exported to various training sites--a clear improvement over
conventional CAI systems.

Moreover, the ever-increasing integration capacity of
microprocessors, together with the high-density storage of
the videodisc, makes the whole system very compact.

alalgangi

The durability _of the videodiscs themselves has
already beam describede What is equally appealing is the
low maintenance coots of videodisc players compered to those
of videocassette recorders - -fir example, $40 annually for
the WA Discovision Model 700 vs. OHO for a videocassette
recorder (Vood, 1071). leuston (1977) also refers to the
greater complexity, expense, and unreliability of handling
videotapes.
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While perbape not initially as easily distributed as
books, videodiscs are much easier to distribute than films
and videotapes (for example, suet, easier to mail) and
certainly easier than traditional CAI, inasmuch as the
latter is dependent on connection by cable to a central
computer.

had Replication

With videodiscs, owith books, motion pictures and
CAI, instructional sequences are easily replicated because
instruction is stored in a virtually permanent form, such
that replication does not depend on an individual's
remembering from one occasion to the next exactly what be or
she presented in a previous.lesson. Also, copies of
videodiscs are stamped (like LP records) rather than
recorded (like audio tapes), which makes then easier and
cheaper for the manufacturer to produce but more difficult
for black Racketeers to produce.

In general, while materiel and hardware costs of
videodisc systems are relatively inexpensive, authoring and
mastering videodisc instruction and' operating and
maintaining an on-line intelligent videodisc system have
high filed costs. The key to making such instruction
cost-illiffive is selling a sufficient number of copies and
ensuring sufficient use of each individual videodisc so as-
to spread out those high fixed costs. For example,
economies of scale realisable at 1,000 copies or five or
more usesper videodisc reduce the purchase cost per copy to
about $2.00 and result in a cost per student hour of
instruction of $.75, or roughly a cent a minute (Solution in
Neuston 1977). At this price, each student could have his
or her min copy.

Sore specifically, cost considerations may be broken
down into costs for materials, hardware, development,
production (1.0. mastering and replication), and systems
operations and maintenance. While the following review is
far from exhaustive, it should reflect the variety of
factors that .need Who considered in a cost analysis. It
draws extensively on the cost models developed by Sennion
and Schneider (Neuston, 1177), which cut a path through what
night otherwise have been an unintelligible mass.

serial salt. According to Nood and Stephens
(1977), e costs or materials for producing videodiscs are
very low, constituting only about five per cent of the total.
disc price, as compared to the material costs for producing
videotapes, which make up 90 per cent of total tape costs.

Nardware mete. Schneider (l976) points out that
while IFORIaaririfeodisc player and color monitor ($900)
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are more expensive than a 16 mm (1025) oc mm ($000)
projector and screen, it is nonetheless the cheapest of the

. video playback srstems--a 3/4 inch videocassette player and
monitsc, for example, costing .about $1,500. Also,
Birsonbubl (1975) Prins that hardware coats should be loss
than the costs of courseware development because of the
expected long life of each of the components of an
intelligent videodisc system (videodisc player, color
monitor, interactive keyboard, and minicomputer).

Rattan id igIllcatiqa co s. According to Braun
(1977), it costs 01,000 to piOdfice-the videodisc master end
$1 for each additional copy, so that a can of 200 discs
would result in a cost per copy of $6, a can of 1,000 discs
would reduce the cost per copy to $2, etc.

Seveloomen ma". Included here are the costs of
designing, authorting, and producing the intermediate media
needed to master the final videodisc, including the costs of
the authoring hardware. Although this.is certainly, one of
the most expAssive parts of videodisc instruction, there are
nonetheless offsetting factors. Manton (1977), for
example, explains that it is possible to produce a broad
array of instructional materials from the authoring of a
sin01*, completely original videodisc (that is, from
production involving new motion and still frame sequences),
thereby enhancing the possibilities for a profitable return
on investment. Sicschbuhl (1975) suggests that authoring
costs can be reduced by working first with existing
computer-bused 0001ZINVOCO. Sonatas (Seuston, 1977) points
out that the number of still frames is a critical factor in
development costs. While still frame sequences are more
expensive to produce than motion sequences, and therefore

telm s n remains relatively constant-booms.
increase the t on costs of videodiscs, the jai& gm

still -frames 'acreage the length of instruction. Session
recommends that a cost analysis be conducted before
authoring begins to determine the number of still frames
appropriate for a particular instructional sequence, and be
provides a modal for calculating that number.

es, student km_ lateraCtiye
Manion and Schneider also provide a mo Oa sot

es ag the development and production costs of
interactive videodisc Instruction per student hour, which in
effect, amortize' the high fixed development and production
costs over the number of espies of the videodisc produced
(that is, over the market else), the number of times each of
these discs is used, and the length of instruction available
on the disc (that is, the per cent of the disc devoted to
still frames). Solution demonstrates that when more than
about 15 to 20 per cent of the disc is devoted to still
frames, the cost of instruction per hour is essentially
constant (limestone 1977, p. 3). Bence there is no
significant cost reduction to be gained by an
all-still-frame disc, and media selection should be based on
the need for motion vs. otill frame sequences as well as the



desired length of the instruction.

Squally, if mot sore, impbrtant is the fact that,
when the number of videodiscs produced is 1,000 or more
and/Or when the number of uses increases substantially above
five uses per videodisc, then the cost per student hour is
e r low (Begaton, 1977, p. 01). For example 100 discs each
UWE 100 times, or 10,000 discs each used once, results is
an hourly cost per "student of about $.75, shore's 1,000
discs each used 100 times, or 100,000 discs each used ones
produces as hourly cost of less this $.101

eratioas g mitatmme. While intelligent
videoditoifitiis need --iitWnconnected to a central
processing unit to be uintelligent, Sitschbuhl (1277)
emphasises that the costs of systems maintenance,
operations, and program adaptation for an on-line syste0 are
substantial. Bowyer, both he and Schneider (1276) =Polo
that computing costs can be reduced by storing es the
videodisc itself both instructional sequences and the
computer programs seeded to execute those sequences, thereby
reducing the storage and processing capacity required of a
minicomputer.

Benefits. . In addition to the cost advantages
realisable alien videodiscs enjoy widespread distribution and
utilisation, Sirschbuhl cites (1) lowered attrition rates,
(2) improved student performance, (3) savings in student and
teacher time, and (4) savings in the student- teacher ratio,
as benefits accruing from computer -based instruction.

Learner ProductIzity

Due to the capabilities for interactive, .

individualised instruction on videodisc systems, learner

obtained with books or motion pictures, and it shoeld
productivity with such systems should surpass that noisztlif

or exceed that obtained with CAI systems. moreover, the use
of videodisc systems in continuing and is-service or
on-the-job education should markedly improve learnt
productivity by eliminating time normally spent travelling
to the learning center.

S econd-trewationaganniga
Current emphases in research and development for

videodisc hardware includes (1) providing continuous audio
with still frames and providing multiple audio tracks; (2)
improving storage of digital information on disc, allowing
computer programs, for example, to be stored directly on the
videodisc for dumping into a microprocessor (which would
th*n execute the desired instructional sequence), as well as

J 14
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greatly increasing the storage capacity of the disc because
of the significant compression of information possible with
digital storages. and (3) outputting both videodisc and
computer - generated graphics on the same screen.

Some of these capabilities exist already. For
example, Westinghouse Technical Training Operations in-
Baltimore, Maryland, has already engineered a system which
stores digital information and provides continuous audio
with still frames, as well as muiltiple audio tracks. In
addition, capabilities available by interfacing one or more
of the myriad of peripherals being produced by a burgeoning
cottage industry include activation of the system byspoech
recognition and response by voice synthesis, inputting of
visual stimuli, and hard -copy printouts: The possibilities
here would appear to be limited only by' one's imagination!

It is very useful to consider all of the above
capabilities in terms of the various videodisc systems
currently or soon to be available. Henderson and Campbell
Mote 1) have distinguished four categories of videodisc
systems, (1) consumer, (2) instructional/educational or
commercial, (3) intelligent, and (4) /second-generatioa
intelligent, and they have described the capabilities of
each for displaying and controlling print, audiovisual
media, and CAI. Without an internal microprocessor, the
consumer model (Magnavox) is capable of displaying all print
and audiovisual media, including two audio 'tracks, but
control of the random access and of the display modes (0.2..
whether still or motion, fast or slow, forward or reverse)
is all manual, as is its limited branching capability. The
I/2 (industrial/educational) system, which has its. own
microprocessor, adds the capability of ogrammed randompr
access, control of display mode, and branching (which,
however, is still limited to fixed choice). It is the
intelligent system, which interfaces the videodisc player
with an external microprocessor, that allows for truly
interactive instructions namely, answer analysis, item
generation, scoring, record keeping, etc. The
microprocessor also allows the production of simple computer
graphics. The capabilities of second - generation intelligent
systems have already been described above.

Session (1474) and eirsabubl (1977) both describe a
still higher level of sophistication in which the videodisc
system is connected oo-4ino to a central processing unit,
thereby greatly enhancing the memory and processing
capabilities of the system* although system costs would
increase and ease of use would decrease because the system
would no longer be stand-alone. To offset. these higher
communmication costs, Sirschbubl (1977) recommends a
technique called 'distributive processing' (p. 5), in which
multiple minicomputers, each capable of supporting many
terminals, are connected to a large host computer. finally,

12 15
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Reunion describes the addition of a magnetic read-record
bead, and of an oxide strip to the center, unused portion of
the disc 'so that a record couldbe made of the strategy
used and answers given (p.. 3). The oxide strip would later
be read and erased for future use, while the results would
be analysed and printed out for both student and teacher to
review.

In short, intelligent videodisc systems combine the
visual appeal of motion pictures with the capabilities for
interactive, individualised instruction of traditional CAI
systems and the beigbtened learner productivity toot such
systems produce. While perhaps not yet as convenient to use
or distribute as books, videodisc systems already afford
significant improvements in .convenience and cost over
conventional CAI systems especially when used by largo
numbers of learners.

LIMITATIONS

Two comments surface repeatedly in the literature
concerning limitations of videodisc systems. First,
videodiscs are a read-only memory medium, meaning that once
the disc is pressed, it can no logger be modified.. This
indicates the need for an intermediate authoring system
(such as an interactive videotape system) for designing,
evaluating, and revising instruction before it is produced
on disc in final form. Second, videodisc mastering is an
expensive process, requiring high - volume sales to make it
truly coat-effective. Because videodiscs are not agreeable
and are difficult to (unlike videotapes) , consumers
will not be able to makea recording of one, which may
be a _limitation for consumers but will undoubtedly be a
relief to producers. .

Section lu.sm.....ma

The intelligent videodisc system is undoubtedly the
most powerful educational tool to be developed since the
Gutenberg press (it not since the development of man
binself1). Its media capabilities; storage capabilities;
motivational capabilities; ease of use, maintenar-e,
distribution, and replications potential cost advantages;
learner productivity advantages; and likely
second-generation capabilities all indicate that videodiscs
may bring about the kind of bluing* in education that
11cCormack's wheat combine brought about in agriculture. In
Sennios words:



No other interactive instructional system that

provides motion, color and audio is capable of
operating at such low cost. The flexibility in
scheduling and location plus the high quality of
instruction and low cost per hour that appear to be
realisable with the interactive videodisc say

permit this now technology to have a great ct on

the educational environment in the near uture.

Although the low cost is attractive, the production
of high quality interactive courseware is essential,

for ultimate acceptance and success of the new

approach to instruction. (Mauston, 1977, p. 85).

M was mentioned above, instructional science--and

only instructional science --can provide the knowledge

necessary to produce the higiriquality, interactive
courseware that is essential for videodiscs to achieve their

potential in education. The next section of this paper
describes some recent developments is instructional science
that have important implications, not only for the design of
courseware, but also for design of software and hardware for
intelligent videodisc systems.



INSTRUCTIONAL SCIENCE:

sines OP m

A consistent theme of much of the literature about
videodisc applications for instruction has been the need for
will-designed course materials. In order for a tool to work
effectively, it must. be used by one Who has a good
understanding of methods (or techniques, or procedures) for
using that tool. In a similar way, we believe strongly that
the oLly way to reallie the tremendous potential of
videodiscs as an instructional tool is through thorough
understanding of methods of instruction--their effects under
all kinds of conditions (i.e., for all kinds of students and
all kinds of subject matter) and the bases for prescribing
their optimal use. Such knowledge about methods of
instruction is the concern of the field called Instructional
Science (see e.g., Gallagher, 1979: Self, 1978: Reigeluth,
Sanderson, C Merrill, 1978), and this knowledge has been
accumulated in the form of principles, models, and theories
of instruction.

In its infancy, instructional science focused mainly
on very general and vague method variables, such as
discovery vs. expository, lecture vs. discussion, and
inductive vs. deductive methods. however, the results of
such investigations were highly inconsistent, primarily
because there was more variation within. each type of method
than' between different types of mittbod --e.g., two discovery
methods were likely to -differ more than a dimmer,' and an
expository method differed.

As a result, instructional scientists in began to
devote most of their efforts to onalyting methods of
instruction into more elementary _components and to
investigating the effects of each such "strategy component°
under fairly controlled conditions. Prom these efforts has
been generated a considerable body of piecemeal
knowledge--isolated principles of instructionand these
principles were found to be highly reliable (see Planing C
Levis, 1977, for an excellent summary of many such
principles). This focus is instructional science (on
investigating very precise, elementary, strategy components)
has been an important phase in the developMemt of the field,
but the resulting knowledge has been too piedemeil to bo
very useful to soot instructional developers.

Consequently, some instructional scientists are now
recognising the need to devote' their efforts to integrating
a substantial amount of existing knowledge (and to extending
that knowledge where important gaps are found) into.models



of instruction which are optimal for different sets of

conditions and desired outcomes (see 41.11. atOPPegfin

press, Reigelutb, in press). The following is a brief

summary of some recent work that has been dons along these

lines. This work has important implications for. the design

of intelligent videodisc hardware and software, as well as

for the design of effective opursopers for use on am

intelligent videodisc system. Such implications will be

discussed later in this paper.

There are at least two major types of design
considerations: (1) gcrt considerations, which apply to

teaching a stogie laii--(such as the use of examples and

practice): and /2f considerations, which apply to the

teaching of Buz re a ideas (such as sequencing and

systematic refiiii). About six years ago, I.D. Morrill and

his associates began to integrate such, of the existing

knowledge about micro design considerations .(for single

ideas) into five major models of instruction.. Those models,

along with prescriptions for their optimal use, are referred

to
el

theaaparraMilit-:1_,ftm. four years ago, C.M6

Delgoluth Mettlii bikegirto integral: much of the

existing knowledge about macro design considerations (for

many related ideas) into three models of instruction. Moot
models, along with eau ions for their optimal use. are

referred to moths Ingtruktiom. Mese
two sets of molds aro pr reenconcusgM with strategies

to optimise the effectiveness and efficiency of instruction

(although. the illabocationnoort.devotes a moderate amount

of attention to motivational considerations). Molly.
about two years ago, S.N. Koller and his associates began to

integrate much of the existing knowledge about the
laginglin on both the micro and'

macro eve 11.611IL mod416-itiTitIll in pieliminary stages
of development but show great omire for the discipline.

These throe sets of instructional models are briefly
described below.

ag,Coonottentnelaftwx

Mercill's Component Display Theory (Merrill, In

press: Merrill, Reigeluthe a Faust, 1979: Merrill, Richards,

Schmidt, a Wood, 1977) is intended for cognitive objectivosi
It is a prescriptive theory that is comprised of (1) Aa

of instruction, each of which can be used in war AI

degrees of richness, and (2) a unique
Mc13 on !be basis of the kirliaoft ve son

hoc as lbe degree of richness of the model is then

ascribed on the basis of the difficulty of the objectivepr
in relation to the ability level of the students.

Bach of the six models of instruction integrates
knowledge about how to optimise instruction for one of six



kinds of objectives for any gives ideas and each kind of

objective corresponds to a different level of cognitive

processing for a gives idea. The most. fundamental

difference occurs between objectives 11, these

requiring 1111MDMISR, and those meat
Another diffifilei7-01sts between recall ec t.

recall. --Whi-7third and final difference linill111111
requite ierhatia recall and thole that require

objectives that require recall of specific (or

oases) and those that require recall of
apply to more than one ease and make r to Of
specific case). 'To summarise, the sin kinds of objectives -

*t** (1) remember an instance verbatim, (2) remember an

instance paraphrased 13) remember a generality verbatim,

(4) remember a generality paraphrased, (5) apply

generality to °pee. instances, and (4) discover a nee

generality. Bach of these ex kinds of objectives requires

a different instructional model to optimise learning at that

level of cognitive processing.

Tor the most memos kind of object! lying a

generality to new" instancesthis theory is for

presenting three major strategy oompomentes (1) a
such as the stateeemt of a prieciple or the

of a -ocempt, (2) egenglig showing the..

application of that generality to noes, such as
demonstrations of the principle or samples of the concept,
and 42) sunlit in applytag that generality to mg
instances, -iiih-r-is solviag a sew problem or classify's. a

new *sample of the concept. Ilse practice should always be

followed by figaick as to Nether the student's anawm was

right or why. The samples and practice items

should be from MO other inn as =flyways aflthe

student is y encounter is the real woad, and thmy

should be arranged in a magegeigg attacuov from easy

to difficult Which may-rii1W-TaatUtiols la response mode

as well as masigulatioa.of variable attributes). Moreover,

in order to facilitate lenges, ggstals_thegenecalitr,
examples, and practice wiWieElbetk-NWIT1141 all be clearly

separated and labeled rather than run together in

continuous prose passage.

Learner control (Merrill, 1117,) is the Compose=
Display Theory's solution to the problem of individual
differences among students. It requires some brief student

training in (1) the mature of each strategy component and

(2) the WWI in ebleh each compegent helps the student to

problem) . With such kneeled's, the student is. veil 4=1learn (i.e., to memos* a differs= tied of

to pick and choose tram the 6mene'of strategy oomponests
Wismar the generality, the example* and pristine

items) to make his or her ova optimal instructiosal design.

while *hippieg over strategy campmate that are nog1

necessary. for *sample, rather than designing viseel"



instruction for some students and "verbal" instruction for
others, both representations should be made available to all

students. (It is also likely that the vast majority of

students are not strictly verbal or strictly visual and can
therefore benefit from having both available.)

In order toincrease the richness of this model, the

number of instances and practice items could be increased.

In addition* each of the three major strategy components
(generality, examples, and practice) could be enriched with
such secondary strategy components as (1) an alternatjve,
representatiog (e.g., a diagram, picture, or flow char

and (a) an attention - focusing Amigos (e.g., underlining,

exploded diagrams, or common sum-1T: The richest version
of this model would include a large number of samples and
practice items, as well as both of the secondary strategy

components described above (plus some that have not bees
mentioned bore). los an idea or objective that is easy in

relation to student ability, however, the generality alone

might suffice.

This one instructional model alone from the Cemposeht
Display Theory incorporates work by Bruner (alternatiVe
representations, especially enactive, iconic, and symbolic)!

Glaser and Somme (ruing --or rule - example --as generalitiet
and examples), Sothkopf (mathemagenic information, primarily'
under the rubric. of attention-focusing devices), Skinner
(shaping in the form of progression of difficulty, and overt
responses in the form of practice), Mbar, (feedback for
practice), Stopper (response modes. and stimulus
characteristics), Morn (information mapping for separating
and labeling strategy components), Markel, Kerr ill am4
Slausmeler (strategies for teaching concepts, especially
instance divergence- los and practice items as
different as possible fr each other --and "matched" or
"close -in" nonexamples--instances which demonstrate common
errors, specifically overgeneralisation in the case of
concept learning), to mention just a few of the most
prominent people whose work is integrated into this one
model. The influence of the prose learning people
(especially Sothkopf and 'rase), the learning taxonomy
people (especially Gagne and 'loom), and the structure of
memory people (oetecially. Sista* and Norman) .is also
readily apparent in the derivation of the five kinds of
objectives-based on different levels of cognitive Processing
(including both storage and retrieval). Although the
Comment Display Theory integrates much existing knowledge,
i is also important to point out that it is comprised of a
considerable amount of now".knowledge which was developed
by Merrill as be encountered gaps in the existing knowledge.
and which was needed to. form such an integrative and
complete set of models for different kinds of cognitive
oblatiVOS. The classification'of objectives according to
both content type and behavior level is one such innovation.

,a1



It is very difficult to do justice in such short
space to an instructional theory that synthesised so much-
knowledge about learning and instruction. For more

. information, the reader is referred to Merrill tin Press).
Merrill, leigeluth, and Faust (MI), and Merrill, Richards,
Schmidt, and Wood (1577). The individual strategy
caocmppoonaeennts in each model have undergone considerable
empirical testing in controlled settings. Ibis boamos:
research has shown significant differences for all of
strategy components (see Merrill, Olsen, $ COldoway, 1,74,
for a review). lowever, no research has been done to test
each whole model to determine the relative importance and
the interactive and duplicative effects of each of the
strategy components comprising sachet these six models.

swatuts non Ustrpatj.94
the illaboration Theory of

Instruction Meigeluth, 197,1 Reigoluth, MO; Iteigeluth,
Merrill, Wilson, Opiller, in pressuleigeloth i ledgers,
15001 leigeloth i Stein, in props) is also intended for
cognitive objectives. It is a prescriptive theory that was'
developed to integrate existing knowledge about macro &sigh
considerations (for related topics), but it
considerably extends that ledge where deficiencies were
found. It is a major attempt to use both an analysis of the
structure of knowledge and as understanding of cognitive
processes and learning ..theories to develop strategies for
selecting, sequencing, synthesising,. and summarisieg the
topics in a course. It states that, .if cognitive
instruction is designed according to the appropriate model,
then that instruction will result in improved levels of
achievement, synthesis, retention, trawler/ and motivation.

Most instructional design experts have been using a
-hierarchical task analysis procedure based on Gagne,
cumulative learning theory. Out the hierarchical, learnpm bate relationship is only one of mat apittliagaii

at cougitivit ablAa gatUlTraT-Wy one
sour ma or of kaortedWIticue. And the process

cogitttive learner
of cumulative learning's is only owl of

cognitive Uprising prOteed--is schema theory and its
predecessor, subsumption theory. The formation of stable
cognitive structures through sucessive differentiation has
been largely ignored in current instructional practice, in
spite of the monumental pioneering work of Ausibel. .

The elaboration theory integrates both of these major
kinds Of cogmitive learning processes and all four major
kinds of knowledge structures into Num of
instruction: It also has a
models on the basis of the AM-the ao tee of
instruction. Goals are classified as to three types, and
each type requires the formation Of a different typo of



cognitive structure to optimise aohieveient of that type of

goal. In all three models a subsumptive (or

general-to-detailed) 'sequence is used to optimise the

formation of stable cognitive Mac:twos. Movever, the air

the subsumptive sequence is perationalised varies

'-considerably from one type of cognitive structure to

another. these operationalisations represent i significant

departure from Ausubel's instructional model (while still

implementing his learning theory), especially in their

attention to information processing theory, and to Gagne's

cumulative theory of learning. Unlike the Component Display

'Mores models, only one of these three models would be

used roc any given course.

In all three models the instruction begins with a
special kind of overview which (1) is derived on the basis
of a eing2ikind. of knowledge structure and (2)
that bowl e structure rather than summarising se
content. ( Epitomising" means providing examples
Lag practice items, as well as genet es, for a few
fundamental and highly representative topics, cameos
"summarising" means providing only &Magi generalities les
ja Woe topics.) Meath* iniiVriftlide proceeds to add
detail or complexity in "layers" across the entire breadth
of the course content, one layer at a time, until the -

desired level of detail or complexity is reached. Learning
prerequisites are. introduced only as they become necessary

rielasaratlem
each model is adjusted in certain ways to maks it

appropriate for the ability level of the students sad the
complexity or difficulty of the content. 'Or instance, the
amount of material between review-end-cyntbosis.composents
Is. adjusted to produce an "optimal learning load,' whieb
varies according to the difficulty level of the content in
relation to the ability level of the students. Considerable
detail has been worked out on the nature of each model, and
even on the procedures for designing instruction awarding
to each model (see the above-referenced papers)...

Motivetional itedispingusgsaga

In addition to these two instructional theories,
valuable work has been done recently on the motivational
design of instruction (i.e. on prescriptions for the
improvement of the motivating characteristics of
instruction). John Rellees (1979) efforts to develop a
descriptive thaory of motivation as it relates to
instruction and performance are highly.iategrative and..
innovative. This work synthesises knowledge about.

motivation from the f211 range of theoretical traditions,
i.e., from pure behavioral to pure humanistic. On the most
general level, Roller's then postulates that motivation is
a function of person variables and environment variables.
Therefore, it draws on comprised of
conditioning principles alid-phytUTIOVIcilIrbdied drives; on
regrjo. that postute a fundamentally free will

temili-Of-Mtivatioes and .o1180
that look at the interaction be

0a1121
a person a



avigeasent. Dibble the double of social lanais. them.
teller draws heavily teas apectmervelve them, usich
assume that naiveties is a alltiplisative rosettes of
apeetanciee sod values. Ia. additbee. Seller has
ineespected upsets of &anomie thew. daisies theory.
attiassties OW'. cognitive evaluates theory. emit!!
theory. avaltive diseases* theory, lase of ecatrol. ewe
learned helplessness !see Zeller, 1070. pp. 34-.30. for
referees.s fog all of the above !Males).

this iategrative and laarrative week ea deaggiptive
thew of Naiveties as it relates to lastructlea has
Ispegtast lagleatiess fa lastrentisaal .esientists. hut

Nailer is tale, it Ns step further. Wit dieveispiag
teciptiees fee the aotivationsi Nava lestreetion

(Kellett is yeses) and by_iategrathq these preseriptieas
with models hor the "oegaitive lesiva of lastructioa. se*

e
as the Illabsegties theory asd the Ompomeat Display lbeeey.

111.01(41010111, SAWA* IMMO 011101611 mosiall 4100
sustelaing abatis., for esaasetiag inwteecties to

teat aesdei fee bsildiesesafLdease la semeset sad fa
se bstsider. &Marl sash best meelme te be
dem, lel 4, strati are mother esemple of eag:=11
develop imperative lastrestieeel medals is tan
SOLOSOO.

hatimmilimm .

is this mistime as have dosocillosi ease sweat
devils/mate is lastreatiosal MAWS that Immo important
inpliestiens fa the des io _of oarsmen. sottoaco sae

imperlisetigesaall offieleariCstrarestietilert!
hardware for latolligeat vbleediec system the

Moro level -the level. of aa ladivideal idea. It ineludes a
amber of difficult ankle, the sea invertat of which
prescribes the we of a geaerality, esenplee. sad prestiose
as well as seseadety steam apeneate sal leaner
osatrol, teabiag *fails

y ides at the irrigation

Inch wayeariefivileggligfecriritattlevel. the
offic lest Sastreetias is the men levelthe level of man
related idea. It isolates these bigamist models. Ill
Mich stain ill a subseoptive segneeee fee deeigaiag the
gala strata* of cease. (2) lionise Puelalsite
seguestes nested atlas 'pats of that gala structure. and
(3) additional strategy osgssssts that preside for *ellen
synthesis of the Wise aM for sysbestie review. Melly,
DO highly lateveitive nedelabeildiag for the salvational
(taiga of lasteention vas deectibed. This verb applies to
both the niers at nano levels of laetruetioa. It is
likely that ether is costive efforts have bees nada la
these areas. she ly shellac istegrative offsets

have bees initiated is such other ireas of instrustiegoal
....... agleam as media selection einelatlea aM geeing.

sesegeneat acetonic*. sal tutorial dialogues.
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NEW HORIZONS:

SOLUTIONS TO INHIBITING FACTORS

Braun (1977) describes ways in which minicomputers

have significantly alleviated problems associated with

system reliability, teacher preparations, cost, and size;

and frther, he advocates the formation of a consumers'

union for educators which would protect consumers against
the competing claims of the various manufacturers in this

burgeoning industry. Moreover, he recommends a careful

study of the language needs of computer-based courseware.
This would serve, among other things, to identify the

educational applications for which each of the several

available languages is best suited, and it would suggest

ways to maximize the transferability of courseware from one

system to another.

This leaves the courseware problem as the greatest

state-of-the-art problem to be overcome to enable

intelligent videodisc systems to realize their tremendous
potential for improving education. Three sets of

recommendations related to the courseware problem are

presented below: (1) recommendations for making better use

of present knowledge about instructional design, (2)

recommendations for the further development of knowledge

about instructional design, and (3) recommendations for the

design of hardware and software that will most facilitate

student use of high-quality courseware.

Recommendations for Making Better

Use of our Present Knowledge.

Braun (1977) recommends a two-stage approach to

courseware development in which support should be provided

for courseware development teams to proclice from scratch,

while at the same time supporting -aiidentrfraTra,
evaluation, and improvement of already existing educational

materials. With respect to production-WariaCE7-ii-li
recommeiaed that funding agencies provide the resources for

developing the first stock of educational videodiscs and

that they provide those resources only to development teams
that include instructional design experts as well as subject

matter experts and media production experts. Without such

funding, it is unlikely that the private sector will risk

the relatively large amount of investment necessary,

considering that (1) the size of the market is unknown and
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Finally, Braun (1977) calls for the establishment of
a clearinghouse which would collect and distribute both,
courseware and information about program updates to
teachers, to facilitate use of such materials.

Recommendations for the Further Development

of Instructional Science

Although present knowledge about instructional design
is sufficient to allow significant improvements in the
quality of educational materials, that knowledge is far from
Complete; and instructional science is far from realising
its potential for improving the quality of courseware.
Inasmuch as videodiscs now offer for the first time the
capability of efficiently integrating print, audiovisual
displays, and interactive computer-based instruction within
a single learning sequence, models of instruction that
prescribe how to intersperse and integrate such delivery
modes are now necessary. The most significant implication
of videodiscs for the further development of instructional
science is the need for instructional scientists to
integrate the multitude of existing strategies and narrow
models of instruction from diverse areas into more
comprehensive models.

Instructional strategies may be understood to include
strategies for (1) organising, (2) delivering, and (3)
managing instruction. All three of these classes of
strategies are applicable to learning outcomes in any of the
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains. The
synthesis or integration of instructional strategies implied
by videodisc tehcnology needs to proceed at two
levels -- within and among these three classes of strategies.

Synthesis Within a Strategy Mt

As was indicated above, Merrill's Component Display
Theory and the Reigeluth-Merrill Elaboration Theory serve as
examples of synthesis within a strategy type, namely,
organisational: and in fact these two theories are
themselves being combined to provide a single basic
organisational model. Similar efforts ace being, and must
continue to be, made within the other strategy types.
Keller, for example, has been developing integrated models
for the motivational design of instruction (see eloye).
Other areas needing similar attention include media
selection, management of instruction (e.g., learner
control), simulation and gaming, and tutorial dialogue.



Within each of these strategy types, it seems likely
that the most useful approach will be to develop a few basic
models that will have fairly broad applicability (although
restricted to one major type of strategy). Perhaps there
would be a ,omponent model" (a model which is integratedwith other component models to form a 'basic model") for
each of a small number of objectives, as is the case for the
Component Display Theory. Or perhaps there would be a
component model for each of a small number of conditions,
such as types of students or types of content or types of
constraints. Then, for any given application of a component
model (in developing instruction for a videodisc), that
model would be adjusted-- primarily by adding appropriate
strategy components--on the basis of specific factors that
called for modifications in order to optimise the desired
outcomes under the specific educational conditions.
Naturally, the prescriptions for when and how to make such
adjustments would accompany each model. In addition, all of
the component models within a particular strategy type could
be integrated into a single basic model, as is being done
with The Component Display and Waration Theories.

Synthesis mom ,Strategy Woes,

in addition to synthesis within each type of
strategy, attention must also be focused on synthesis among
all such strategy types. It seems likely that this will
best b done by developing meta-models, one (or a few) for
each major type of goal (1747715Tillectual development,
attitude development, social development, motor
development). Bach meta-model would prescribe ways in which
the various basic "area models" (i.e., models within a
single strategy type or "area") should be combined for
optimising the desired outcomes. Such meta-models would
have to make provision for diverse goals (within the major
goal type that it applies to) and diverse conditions (such
as types of students, types of content, and types of
constraints). For instance, there might be different
meta-models for teaching students how to apply principles
vs. teaching them how to discover principles: and a single
meta-model for teaching them how to discover principles may
provide different prescriptions for 8-year-olds vs. for
20-year olds, or for physics principles vs. for principles
Le.lated to the critical analysis of literature, or for
RiPaiations where discussion groups will be an important part
cif the instruction vs. situations where the instruction must

ntand-alone.

One thing is certain--that to meet the need to
d?iclop high - quality courseware for videodiscs,
instructional science must provide more comprehensive and
integrated models of instruction. Bence, our major



recommendation is that instructional scientists devote soretime to such activities and that funding agencies devote
more resources to such activities.

Recommendations for Intelligent

Videodisc System Design,

CurLent developments in instructional science
indicate several important characteristics that should be
incorporated into the design of hardware and software for
intelligent videodisc systems, in order to best implement.
high-quality courseware. On the basis of the instructional
models and theories suumarised earlier, Figure 1 shows a
'hypothetical sequence that a learner sight follow on a
videodisc system. The following is a brief but fairly
technical explanation of each step in that sequence.
Readers who are new to these ideas may wish to skip to
'Hardware and Software Recommendations" below.

iMolINO40Mem
Insert figure 1 about here
410401.mM4001.064110M......410M

1. Logging on with a name or identification
number .16Uld-iitomatically access records of that learner's
abilities, cognitive style, and previous work, which would
be used by the system to individualise the instruction. In
the case of a home system, that information would be stored
in the system's microcomputer. In the case of a school
system, it would be stored in a connected minicomputer.
Information about the learner's abilities and cognitive
style would be incorporated mainly in the "advisor"
recommendations (described below), whereas information about
his or her previous work would be reflected in the menus
(described below).

2. Select a course from the course menu. The course
menu would 76.16own auiBiltailly as soon as a learner
logged on. It would probably be taxonomic, with a number of
levels. For example, the top level, which would be
displayed first, might have such entries as science,
sociology, history, psychology, literature, etc. After
selecting one, e.g., °science,' a breakdown of science
courses would automatically be displayed, such as physics,
Chemistry, biology, astronomy, earth science, etc. For a
7:-T,me system, the course menu might be on hard copy, and the

would go to the public library or school library to
r.:4 out the disc that corresponded to the desired course.

a school system, this menu would be stored in the
c minicomputer, but the learner would still have to

go and pick out the appropriate disc. Courses already
(::ampleta by the student would be so indicated on the menu.
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/J Esview an among -set expanded epitome, of sets
already comply. After the learner has decided on a
course a secured the appropriate disc, that disc would
then automatically present a special review of the major
units of content which that learner has already mastered.
Lessons are desighed such that each is an elaboration of a
more general or more simple version of fundamere4lly the
same content (see the description of elaboratit.- theory
above). A seta lessons is defined as any one leuaon plus
all of theIellioillint comprise the first 21vel of
elaboration of it (see Figure 2). Each time a learner
enters a course, the system will automatically present a
special review (or expanded epitome) of each set that the
learner has completed (i.e., each set for which all lessons
in that set have been completed). While the major purpose
of this review is to help the learner to decide which new
lesson would most interest him or her, it also serves to
effect periodic review of previously learned content and to
remind the learner of the meaningful context of the
to- be- learned content.

Insert Figure 2 about here
MOODOPM004104.040

4. Select a lesson from the lesson menu. After the
learner'hirraiiptiiir'Ege among the menu is
automatically displayed, again taxonomically. First,
elligible sets are listed by level (see Figure 2). A set is
elligible only if it has already been initiated - -that is,
only if its top lesson has been successfully completed (as
pact of the next most general or simple set). Second, after
the learner has selected an elligible set, the system
automatically displays the lessons (within that set) which
have not yet been completed. Another menu function could
indicate which lessons have been completed as well as which
ones have not.

S. !WTI!v a within-set expanded epitome atlessons
readyal 1 ed. After the learner has mecide4 on a

lesson, ne sys en would automatically present a special
review of the content which that learner has already
mastered within the set of lessons of which that lesson is a
part. This review is an expanded epitome similar to the one
for whole sets (see step 3 above), except that the content
from unfinished sets has not yet been integrated into it.
It is a review because this same expanded epitome was
previously presented to the student at the end of the last
lesson that the learner mastered in this set. The major
purposes of this review are to effect periodic recall of
previously learned content, to remind the learner of the
meaningful context of the to-be-learned content and to
activate memory of relevant learning prerequisites that have
recently been taught and mastered.



6. Com lets the lesson. The lesson is comprised of
the folnwing ac

6.1 Com lets the lesson introduction. The lesson
uc on ii-inailirtoriarNETTSe learner and

to provide an indication of the nature of what is to
be learned. An inquiry approach, an audiovisual
sequence, a simulation, a game, and a mini-epitome
are all examples of different (although not mutually
exclusive) techniques that could be used, depending
on the objectives of the lesson (i.e., the nature of
the content and the desired performance level).

6.2 C lete each the lesson to ics. The primary
enaruc on place WC This part of the
lesson should probably be about 45 minutes long, with
total lesson length not to exceed one and a half
hours. Lesson content is probably comprised of
concepts, principles, and procedures. If, as is
usually the case, the lesson objectives call for
learning these ideas at the application level, then a
generality, some examples of that generality, and
practice in applying the generality to new examples
(plus feedback for the practice) should all be
available to the learner for each such topic. In
accordance with the Component Display Theory
(described above), learner control--the way to adapt
the instruction to individual differences - -would best
be facilitated by a special learner-control keyboard
similar to that used on the TICCIT System (see
Merrill, Schneider, & Fletcher, 1979; Reigeluth,
1979). This learner-control keyboard would hairs a
'generality" button, an 'example' button, and a
"practice" button, plus "easy' and "hard" buttons for
selecting the difficulty level of the examples and
practice items. In addition, there would be an.
advisor" (with an 'advisor" button) that would

provide the learner with advice about learner-control
strategies (1) whenever the student requested it, and
(2) whenever the student's strategy was not working
well. The advisor would construct an optimal
learner-control strategy for an individual learner on
the basis of that learner's abilities, cognitive
styles, and previous performance. That optimal
pattern would then provide the basis for the advisor
to generate advice to the learner on learner-control
strategies and on learning strategies in general.

The ideas within a lesson would be sequenced
automatically for the learner, with the sequence
being based largely on learning prerequisites and
other kinds of relationships (e.g., meaningful vs.
roteMayer, 1975) which have optimal sequences
associated with them. However, the learner would be
able to go back to a previous generality or to
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request the next generality whenever he or she felt

ready. These capabilities could be effected with.
"last generality" or "next generaltiy" buttons on the

learner control keyboard.

6.3 C lete the lesson summarizer and synthesizer.
Mir e astIWINTITY-EirMirittlaiea, pressing
the "next generality" button would automatically
display a summariser. In the elaboration theory of
instruction, a summarizer is a concise statement of
each generality that has been taught. It is intended
to provide review, but it also helps bright students
to discover interrelationships among the topics that
have been taught. After studying the summarizer,
pressing thc"next generality' button would display a
qynthosizer. In the elaboration theory of
instruction, a synthesizer is a strategy component
which explicitly teaches important relationships
among the ideas--in this case, among the ideas taught
in this lesson. It uses generality, example, and
practice components for teaching those relationships.

In addition to such automatic display of

summarizers at the end of a lesson, the
learner would be able to request a summarizer
at any time. The requested summarizer would
include a concise statement of all
generalities in the lesson--even those not yet
studied--but those generalities which have
been studied would appear in a different color
from those not yet studied. A "review" button
could be included in the learner-control
keyboard to implement this.

6.4 Coe24211 the lesson test. A "test" button would
access tne lesson test, which would be similar in
logic to the tests on the TICCIT System (see Merrill,
Schneider, i Fletcher, 1979). Alternate versions of
the test would allow retakes if the learner did not
reach mastery the first time. Diagnosis and
prescription would accompany any failure to pass the
test. This test would assess understanding of
relationships among ideas, as well as of the ideas
themselves.

.1L Complete the new within-set expanded e itome.
aster the new Lesson content hirtiariliccessfully earn ,

it should be integrated with previously learned content.
The elaboration theory prescribes an expended epitome to do
':..is. An expanded epitome is similar iTiTalion summarizer
End synthesizer, except that it reviews and interrelates
content taught in different lessons. A within-set expanded
epitome reviews and interrelates content from all previously
taught lessons within a given set. Since the lessons within
a set may usually be learned in any order ( except *Wit the
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one that is more general or simple must be mastered before
any of the others may be accessed), the videodisc system.
must be able to present any one of a number of versions of
expanded epitomes. Naturally, examples and practice, as
well as generalities, should be provided on the synthesis
level.

8. Co lete the within-set s nthesis test. As soon
as a 4610 se nas been completed, ne learner would take a
synthesis test that would test all of the set content the
synthesis level. Again, alternate versions would be
available, and diagonsis and prescription would accompany
any failure to reach mastery.

9. Con lete the new anon -set expanded epitome.
After a whole set 'Fie WAin complet arms content
would be integrated with content from all previously
completed sets. The elaboration theory also prescribes an
expanded itome to do this, only this among-set expanded
epitome is mac more comprehensive than the within-set one.
The synthesis-level examples and practice might entail the
use of games and/or simulations.

10. Complete the moil-set synthesis test. After an
among -sit expanded ;atom* nas been compaet;37-the learner
would take a synthesis test that would cover all of the
review and interrelationships presented in that expanded
epitome. Again, alternate versions and diagnosis and
prescription would be provided for any learners who failed
to reach,mastery.

11. Go to !leg 41, or logoff. At this point, the
learner could continue on to a new lesson (see step 4
above), or could stop for the day. In the case of a schook
videodisc system, a record of learner performance and
progress would automatically be stored in the connected
minicomputer, and the learner's advisor or teacher would
review it regularly. In the case of a home system where the
student is taking the course for credit, learner performance
would either be recorded on a magnetic strip at the center
of the disc (which would then be transferred to the school
minicomputer at the school library), or the learner would
take all tests under supervision at the school library (or a
combination of both).

Hardware and Software, Recommendations

It is clearly beyond the scope of this paper (and
.:.styond the present state of knowledge) to present a detailed
descripton of the hardware and software. The above
description provides a fairly good indication of the
specifications that must be met by both. It is envisioned
that the hardware and software wudid be extensions of those



presently on the TICCIT System. In addition, the TICCIT

System has specialized software for authoring instruction.

It is envisioned that courseware production centers would

use an extension of such software for production of

courseware for videodiscs. The TICCIT System (which

presently has both video and audio capabilities--although
they are both somewhat cumbersome and inflexible) could, in

a future generation of the system, be used for formative

evaluation and revision of the courseware before it is

mastered and produced on videodiscs. Schneider (1976) has

emphasized the need or such a modifiable system with which

to design, evaluate, and revise instruction before it is

mastered for disc production.

Section Summary

Of all the factors inhibiting the widespread

introduction of intelligent videodisc systems into

education, the lack of high-quality courseware is broadly

recognised as the most significant. This section of the

paper has presented three sets of recommendations for

helping to solve this formidable problem: (1)

recommendations for making better use of resent knowledge

about instructional design,--IWiTualii4 (a unoing-agency

support and design-specialist training seminars to

facilitate the production of videodiscs from scratch, and

(b) instructional-theory-based evaluation and revision by

design specialists of existing educational materials which

are to be used for videodisc production; (2) recommendations

for the further development of knowlede about instructional

design, including (a) the deve opment of a few basic models

of instruction that integrate knowledge within each strategy

type (plus adjuctments for each basic model) and (b) the

development of meta-models to integrate models of each

strategy type for different sets of goals, conditions, and

constraints; and (3) recommendations for the design of

hardware and software that will most facilitate the

presentation of high-quality courseware, including a special

learner-control keyboard that allows learners to select what

to learn (content components), as well as how to learn it

(strategy components).



CONCLUSION

This paper began by describing the feeling of
qualified enthusiasm that pervades the literature on
instructional videodisc systems--enthusiasm for theremarkable potential of videodisc technology for
education--qualified, however, by the very serious challenge
posed to instructional designers and educators in general tomake the most of this new technology. Borrowing again from
Uirschbuhl (1977):

We are going through a period of trying to adjust an
educational system that was designed for horse and
buggy days to a jet age society. CAI (and hence
intelligent videodisc instruction) is helping us to
come to grips with this problem. It will not succeed
as long as substantial numbers of educators prefer
the short, slow travel of outmoded systems to the
enlarged world of today's dawning technology ...if
they (educators) are not (adventurous), we will
continue to be a society that prefers to react to
crises instead of one that prefers to prevent them.
(p. 31)

On a still heavier note Schneider (1976) comments:
The major feasibility questions do not revolve around
the videodisc technology, but around a still-infant
instructional technology. To be really
cost-effective, videodiscs must be stamped in
reasonable numbers; and, therefore, a reasonable
number of schools and students must agree to use
them. This acceptance will not occur unless the
material stamped on the disc really works, and works.
well. And it's not likely to work well unless it was
developed and tested by people who had a pretty good
idea of how to do the job right the first time. ...
Until we have justifiable confidence in our
instructional development procedures, we would do
well to leave videodisc programming in the hands of
the entertainment industry. (p. 58)

The problem that flirschbuhl describes is that of the
resistance to change provoked in those who are asked to
change when the advent of some innovation requires that they
modify comfortable, familiar ways of doing things. Onestrategy fur overcoming such resistance is educating pool*about the benefits to be gained by adopting the innovation.
It is hoped that this paper has served to inform, and
perhaps even excite, more people about the great potential
of videodisc technology.

Schneider's comments address an equally critical
problem -- namely,. lack of proven principles and procedures
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for the design of videodisc instructional systems, and lack
also of individuals skilled in their application. Again it
is hoped that the ideas and recommendations presented here-
suggest one way of addressing that problem and will
stimulate others to turn their attention to this critical
area of inquiry.

Bennion's (1974) conclusion to a report written
several years ago provicEls a fitting closing statement:

In summary, the vidiodisc with random access and
large capacity for storage of high quality
audio-visual material has the potential of becoming a
very effective new media for individualized
interactive instruction at low cost. This media
should be developed carefully, making use of the
experience gained in the TICCIT project and the best
available instructional psychology and learning
theory so that the full potential of the videodisc
can be realized." (p.5)
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Level
3

VERY SENERAL/Ut
VERSION OF THE
.COURSE CONTENT

MORE DETAILEDA
VERSION OF THE
COURSE CONTENT

MORE DETAILED/4?
s VERSION OF ONE

SAPECT
CO

THE
COURSE CONTENT

ADDITIONAL UY
ELABORATION ARC.
PROVIDED UNTIL.
COURSE osnat$,
NAVE BEEN NET

THE DASHED LINE ENCIRCLES ONE 'SETT OF LESSONS.

THE DASHED-DOTTED LINE ENCIRCLES ANOTHER SET" OF LESSONS.

FIORE 2. THE ELABORATION STRUCTURE OF LESSONS IN A COURSE.
LESSONS ARE NATURALLY GROUPED INTO SETS.
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